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1. Attempt any four from the parts (a) to (e) in this question. [6x 4] 
(a) () Define linear independence for a set of vectors 2,X,. 

(i) Can any of the vectors from the set S = 2,5,8), (3,7,10), (4,9,12), (0,0,1) be 

*** 

expressed as a linear combination of the other vectors in $? 
How many different linearly independent subsets can be formed from the set S. 

(b) () The matrix B of order nxn is defined as B = X(XX'X'. What is the order of 
matrix X? Check whether the matrix B is symmetric and/or idempotent. 

(i1) If A is a matrix of order nx n. Prove that trace of (A-A) is zero, where A is the 
transpose of A. 

A system of linear equations in three variables is given by: (c 
2x-3y+z = 0, 5x+y-2z = 3, 6x+8y-6z = 6, 9x-5y = 3. 

How many equations are superfluous? 
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What are the degrees of freedom for the equation system?
Solve the system completely. 

(a) 0 Prove that the rank ofa matrix of order pxg, cannot be greater than minlp, g. 
) A line L passes through the point (2,-1-2) and is normal to the plane with equation 

x-yz =12. Find the equation of the line L. 

() )Prove that if a matrixA is orthogonal, then its deternminant is t1. Prove also that the 
converse is not true. 

) The plane P passes through the point (2,3,4) and is orthogonal to the intersection of 

the two planes x+y+z =10 and 2x +3y=20. Find the equation of P. 

6 x 4] 

)T VTa x,} dg tfaTTTET (linear independence) 

(6) ) 77 nxn HTF (matrix) B = X(XX'X' yrAnfa faAT IAT 1 3TEYF X T 

7 FT8? FT B HHTAT (symmetric) at/eraT HTSSIÈUE (idempotent) &, FH6 

R AA TTR (transpose) EI 

ait art arcT V te HEROT fAT (system of linear equations) f Tr : 

2x-3y +z =0, Sx+y-2z =3, 6x+8y-6z = 6, 9x-5y =3. 

fca HteTUT HF1RTE (superfluous) ? 

H FEU-fAT AAF Rf (degrees of freedom) faat *? 

() 
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i1) ttar L, T(2,-1-2) * aGR aAT HATUT x-y-z =12 ac HH (plane) Ta (normal) I qaT L TATeqUT Ta hiGTI 

(ti) HHAT (plane) P Ta (2,3,4) À TTRAT 7T a AA x+y+z=10 2x+3y=20 za (intersection) i aaga (orthogonal) 1 P T FANT 

2. Attempt any two from the parts (a) to (c) in this question. [4 x 2] 
(a) Consider the sets A={a,y)|x20,y20,xy2 10} and B ={x,y)|x+y =1). Examine the sets AUB and AnB to decide if the sets are closed, bounded and convex. 

dy (b) Consider the differential equation=0.5-). dt 
G) Draw the phase diagram associated with the above differential equation. ii) Find all the equilibrium solutions and classify each solution as stable or unstable. 

(c) Checkif y-le-1, x 

is a solution Checkif y1-,x <0 
of the differential equation=+1 on (-o, o) 

[4x 2] 
(a) TH A = {(7. y)|x 20,y20,3y 210} a B ={x, y)|x+y =1} 7 fau TTI HHEaqi AUB a AnB T IGY, TRT TAT TTET R À aa (closed),ftaa (bounded) aT HAerT (convex) *i 

3Tah HAteyUT (differential equation)=0.5y(1-y) T Tar fsu 
(b 

dt 
(1) 3TTFa 3aHC HARUT HFqY MTRT ART (phase diagram) a_UI 
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T ATT f y=e-1, x20 

1-e,x<0 
(c) 

dx 

3. Attempt any two from the parts (a) to (c) in this question. [5x 2] 
(a)For the function fxy)=2In(x-3) +2 In(y-2) 

() Find the domain of the function and sketch the same. 

(i) Draw the level curve at the height 4. 

(6) () Find the linear approximation to the function f(x, y) = x* +e" close to the point (2,0) in its domain. 

(i) Find all the second order partial derivatives for the function f (x,y) = * at 
(x,) (2,3). 

(c) i) Verify Young's theorem for the function f(x, y) = ox+ e" 

ii) Examine the definiteness of the quadratic form 5xy-2x-y. 

[6 x 2. 
a) 50167 f(%))=2 In(x-3)+2In(y-2) a 

(i) FH 7qT TH (domain) T IT a 3HT TEfa (sketch) aI_U| 

(i) an 4 T FAT a% (level curve) aoi�T| 

(b) ) Tta fx,y) =x +e" FT H A Tag (2,0) FTT Tu aloine (linear approximation) FTa AGTI 

(i) afaara (quadratic form) Sxy-2x*-yA ARaraT (definiteness) T {t8TT 
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4. Attempt any two from the parts (a) to (c) in this question. [x2] 
(a) (i) Find an expression for+2for the function f(2x,y/x). x oy 

(i) The equation g(x, y, z) = xyz +(x+y)z* =16 implicitly represents z as a function of x and y. Find the directional derivative ofz at the point (x, y,z) = (2,1,2) in the direction (x.y) = (4,1). 

(b) ) Calculate the elasticity of substitution of y for x for the utility function given by 
U Ux.) 0.30.7 

(ii) The demand function of good x in terms p and P2 the prices of the goods x and 
2 given is by x = f(P» P2) = PP2"e°*a where a, a, b are constants. Find the 

partial elasticity of x with respect to Pa 

(o) )Are the functions f(x,y) and gx,y) =h homogenous? Find 

the degree of homogeneity in case the functions are homogenous. 
(i) Define homotheticity for the function f(x,y). Provide an example of a function that 

is homothetic but not homogenous. 

S x 2 
(a) ) f(2x,y/x) g+ ATT RfTTI 

(ii) HtRT g(x, y,z) = xyz + (x+ y)z' = 16 TET F7 (implicitly) H | at xay am 

F 4T AI EI z (x,y,z)= (2,1,2)7 (x,y) = (4,1) fT 
fRIHER 314-6 (directional derivative) iIE ASTI 

(b) (i)fafa7 3quoraT 5di y x g HiAPTYA aT (elasticity of substitution) 
TT U=U%,y)=37 
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() i) *AT f(x,y) = x | stt)=A21 ||HHUTT (homogeneous) $? zf 
HHUTT HHAAAI AT fe (degree) FIT TTSTI 

5. Attempt any three from the parts (a) to (d) in this question. [7 x 31 

(a) A firm's production function for a good X is given by x = 25- 2 
, where x is the 

L K 
number of units of good X produced and L and K are the quantities of labour and 

capitall used up in the production. The prices of X, L and K are p, w and r respectively. If profit is defined as the revenue from the sale of X less the cost incurred in the 
purchase of L and K, write out the profit function. Calculate the amount of L and K 
required to maximize profit. Also calculate the profit maximizing level of output. 

b) An individual maximizes her utility function U(x, y) = + subject to her fixed. 

income M that is used to purchase goods x and y with prices p, and p,. What is her 

optimum level of consumption of goods x and y? What is the impact on her utility due 
to a unit increase in p,? 

() Find the stationary point(s) for the function h(x, y) =(*-5) ye*". Classify these 

points as local maxima, local minima or saddle points. 

(d) For the function f(x,y) = xy defined on the domain 

S={, )|x+y - 6x-8y <21, find the global maximum and minimum values. 

[7 x3] 
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4457 (2 
4457 (3) 1 (a) Explain briefly the following concepts:(a) . 

() Business fixed investment 

(i) Capital account. 
3 

(it)stTT ETT 
(6) Assume people of the country expect inflation to be 

(a)HT Tifg f T T 20T TIR 
equal to 5 percent by the end of the 20th Century but 

in fact, prices rise by 20 percent over these ten decades. 

T Ta 7 TH TT 20 yfATa 
Describe how this unexpectedly high inflation rate would 
help or hurt the following 

) Firm that provides a fixed nominal pension when 

the worker retires. 

(i) A person taking out a mortgage in 1950 for 50 

years. 

(i) aA GT 1950 50 a9i foy TaT (c) Suppose the government increases the expenditure. Use 

TT fR HTHTI| the IS-LM model to show the impact of the increase 

aF IS-LM in goverhment expenditure under two assumptions 

The government keeps interest rates constant 

through an accommodating monetary policy. qf 3T 

(17) The money stock remains unchanged. 

P.T.O. Use suitable diagram 



4) 
4457 4457 

(5) 

Find the equilibrium rate of interest and national 

3 

fR Tarit () 

savings. (i) T 

(ii) Now suppose the government 
reduces the taxes 

to 500. Compute by how much amount do the 

income, 
following change disposable 

2. (a) Suppose during the year the consumer price index rises consumption, investment and national savings due 

4 
from 150 to 162 and the nominal interest rate is 9 to fall in the tax. 

percent. What will be the real interest rate ? 3 

1 150 a 162 T7T HHA 
(b) Using the quantity theory of money and the Fisher 

9 TRTT I aaH t ? 
equation explain in detail how the rate of growth in 

money affects the: nominal interest rate ? 

() Consider a loanable funds market of an economy. The 

following equations describe the economy 

Y C + G + I 

Y =3000 

Y C+ G +I 

G = 1000 

Y 3000 

T 1000 
G= 1000 

C 250 + 0.5 (Y - T) 
T 1000 

I = 1000 - 50 r 
P.T.O. 



(6) 
4457 4457 

(7) C 250+0.5 (Y - T) 
(37) 5 T Tt Hf T T ? 

I = 1000 - 50 r 

(ii) 

3HTUTT 
37YHt 13T 1, 20 faTa fd 

(a) Explain how the national wealth of a country can 3. 

3 change ? 

b) What is a money multiplier ? Suppose an economy has 

a monetary base of $ 20 million. Calculate money supply 

in the following situations 

hT372T 

( All the money is held as demand deposits and 

banks hold 20 percent of their deposits as reserves. 

All the money is held as currency. 
4. (a) The following data is given for an economy for thee 

(i) 

year 2015. How each of the following transactions would 
(c) ( Define budget surplus. What does negative budget 

affect the GDP and why 2 
3 

surplus means ? Explain using suitable diagram.3

Explain the effect of increase in government 
() Rs. 20 lakh is paid as interest on the national debt. 

(in 

P.T.O. 
purchase on budget surplus. 



(8) 
4457 4457 (9) (i) Ice-cream maker began the year with Rs. 10.000 

(i) 3TH4 fatam 3Ty H 10,000 
worth of milk in his factory and at the end of 

the year he is holding Rs. 11,000 worth of milk 
72T 7 7 11,000 

(b) Suppose a bond pays $ ,1000 in one year. 

Calculate the price of the bond when interest rate () 

is (i) 5 percent and (ii) 10 percent. 2 

What will be rate of interest if the price of bond (i) 

() 5 sfAYTA a (i 10 fTaI 
3 is, $ 500 and $ 800 2 

(c) ( What do you mean by crowding out ? Explain

5t4 500 TFTR a 800 3ÍR 
using a suitable diagram. 

(H) () 
When the demand for real money balances is less 

fa7 37H if4I 
responsive to the rate of interest, crowding out 

is more. Explain- using suitable diagram.

(37) a 2015 T 7daqI fTg fAHfera 

3HThf ffMfea à À GDP 

(a) What are components of current account of the Balance 5. 

of Payment of a country ? 

P.T.O. 



4457 
10) 

4457 (11) Assume that the demand for real money balances i 

(b 
M/P=Y [0.4 - (r+ expected inflation) 

represented by the following 
32 HT6t 77 (Y) = 4,000 

M/P-Y [0.4 (r + expected inflation) 
aTT5 () = 8 TTa 

Where; Nominal Income (Y) = Rs. 4,000 
&T9fT Fi = 12 yfATT 3TTAT frI 

Real interest rate () = 8 percent 
() 

Expected inflation = 12 percent is constant in short-run Ha fay 20 faTA 

() Calculate Seignorage, if the rate of growth of 

nominal money is 20 percent forever. 12 HTATa I R R ? 

(i) Calculate the inflation tax when actual inflation 

equals 12 percent. Is it equal to Seignorage ? 

( () What is liquidity trap. ? Is monetary policy 

ineffective in this case ? 

(i) Explain why the income tax system or social 

security system are considered automatic 
6. (a) Explain how each of the following transactions would 

4 stabilizers ? 
enter the balance of payment account of India : 3 

The Reserve Bank of India purchases dollars and 
? 

sells rupee to American bank. 

(i) Indian hotel is sold to Italian investor. 

P.T.O. 



(13) 
4457 

12) 
4457 

(37) (6) Does Hyperinflation die a natural death or a stabilization 
programme is required ? What are the elements of 

stabilization programme ? Also explain the costs ( 
associated with such programmes. 5 

(c) Given the following information: 

Consumption C 270 +0.80Yj Y Y -T 

Investment I = 480 6i 

Government expenditure G = 120 

Tax T 1500 

Price level P 3 

Nominal Money Supply M = 900 

374TT C 270 +0.80Y Y= Y -T Demand for money L = 0.2Y 4i 

faNT I 480 6i Full employment level of income Y, = Rs. 3,000. 

G =120 () Compute the Monetary and Fiscal policy multipliers. 

ch T 150 (i) Compute the increase in the nominal supply of 

money required to achieve full employment. 

P 3 

(iii) Compute the increase in government expenditure 

HiG RT TÄ M = 900 
3,2,2 required to achieve full employment. 

P.T.O. 



(14) 4457 ( 15) 4457 

L = 0.2Y -4i Explain whether an exogenous increase in price of oil (c) 

3T4 5 TITR Y, = Rs. 3000. F will shift the short-run aggregate supply curve or 

aggregate demand. What are the policy options available 

for the macroeconomist working with the government 

TT 3Ta7% to minimise effect of these events on the economy ? 

Use a suitable diagram. 

(3)a4 fafa gRI GDP TUTAT 7d 47 F 

Why are exports added and imports deducted when we 

) 1 

calculate GDP with expenditure approach ? 

(6) How is the rate of interest determined by the,. demand 

and supply of money (assuming no banks in economy)?

What happens to the interest rate if : ( H16t5 T et 

) Nominal income falls. 

(i) Central bank chooses for expansionary open marKet 

5 
operations. PT.O 
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() 

347 ? 3747 f7 1 3747 I 

4457 16 
3500 
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4645 (2 4645 (3) 

Attempt any four from the parts (a) to (e) in this question: 4%6 
. A system of linear simultaneous equations is given by: 

() For any two vectors x and y in R", prove that x+2y = 10; 3x + 6y = p; qx + 8y = 40. 

(a) 

() Find the conditions on p and q for the system to 

be consistent.

Find the equation of the plane through the point 
(i) In each case, specify the degrees of freedom of 

(-1, 2, -5) that is perpendicular to the planes this system and how many of the equations are 

superfluous ? 
2x -y +z = 1 and x + y - 22 3. 

(d) Prove that if a linear system of equations has more 

(b) Does the following set of vectors span R° ? Why 
than one solution, then it has infinitely many 

or why not ? solutions. 

(i) An orthogonal matrix is a non-singular matrix A 
v (4, 8, 0), v, 

= (2, 3, 1), v, = (3, 4, 2), 
such that AT = A. Show that the determinant of 

(1, 0, 1). 
an orthogonal matrix is t£1. 

What is the minimum number of vectors required
Define the property of linear independence for a 

set of vectorsx X2. to span R' ? 

(ii) Prove that the set of non-zero vectors {x, xX, Xz} (i) Prove that if a matrix A is orthogonal, then the 

is lineárly independent if the three vectors are 

determinant of A is +1. Prove also that the converse 
pair-wise orthogonal. 

is not true. 
P.T.O. 



4645 
(4) (5) 4645 

(c) 

atf 
x+2y = 10; 3x + 6y = p; qx + 8y = 40. 

(a) 
(1) 

H FM (consistent) A E3ATCY 

(ii) fas H, 2, -5) TRA TA HT 

(plane)I HHTU ht THA 

(i) 2x -y + z = 1 ax + y - 2z = 3 sq 

(perpendicular) 

31 (superfluous) ? 
(b) () 

(d) 

v 4, 8, 0), v, 
= (2, 3, 1), vg 

= 3, 4, 2), 

V4(1, 0, 1). 

(i) (orthogonal) ATRT (matrix) Tes dET 
HE T ? 

3Ta (non-singular) 3H1E A AT HG 

i) 

(orthogonal) , A 1 FNU5 (determinant) 
HRTU5 (determinant) 1 HM +1 EATI 

P.T.O. 
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4645 (7) 
(1) 

Show that the equation of the tangent plane at the 

ec d-7l (linear independence) TU point (x Yp 2) on the surface z = yxy is given 

by yx + xy 
- 22,z = 0. 

( Draw the level curve for the function 

Sx, ) = Vy- x* passing through (3,5). 

H&T ZHATR (pair-wise)4A ETI 
Find the unit vector perpendicular to the level 

2 Attempt any two from the parts (a) to («) in this question: 2x5 curve at this point. 

(a) The equation xy + 2yz +3z4 =6 implicitly defines (i) State and sketch the domain for the function 

z as a function of x and y. Find the directional Sx, y) = vy- x In(y + x 

derivative of the function in the direçtion (2, 5) at 

the point (1, 1, 1). 

Find the value of the second order direct partial (ii) 

(a) () T xy + 2yz + 32 6 TA FY À 2 
derivative of z with respect to y for the function 

in () above at (1, 1, 1). 

F7 5 (1, 1, 1) 47 ¢T (2, 5) H (b) ( Calculate the rate of change in z at t= 0 if 

feTCH 377h (directional derivative) A 5 +3x 
x = + 1, y = +1 

Z 

2wy 
w = e + 1. P.T.O. 



(8) 4645 
4645 (9) 

(i) T () A GY TY HE G (1, 1, 1) 
(ii) 

3. Attempt any wo from the parts (a) to (c) in this question : 2x6 

() An equilibrium model of labour demand and 

(a) 

output pricing leads to the system of equations 

(6) f = +3x 
2wy 

x = + 1, y = y+1, PML) = wL + c, where f is 
Pf(L) - w = 0 and 

- d + I , a = 0 T 2 ufia W 
twice differentiable with f(L) > 0 and f"(L) < 0. 

All the variables are positive. Regard w and c as 

(i) T f E (surface) : = yay fa fas exogenous so that P and L are endogenous 

z) TÍ HHT (tangent plane) variables which are functions of w and c around 

HHU yx +xy - 2z,z =*0 the point A(w, c, P, L) = (wo Co» Po» L). Find 

expressions for aw' dc' dw dc 
by implicit 

OP OP OL OL 

() 

differentiation. FR a (level curve) TRran sI H 

(i) For the function L(w, c) in (), find an approximation 

to L(w, c) at (w. c,) close to (w C 

(ii) Sx, ) = y - x In(y +x) I domain (6) ( Staté the definition of a homothetic function. 

P.T.O. 



4645 10) 4645 (11) 
(i) Are the functionsf and g are homothetic. Give 3Tqhta (twice differentiable) , fHH 

reasons. 

fL) > 0 "L) < 0I FYt AFH% I 

gx) 21og x + Slog x 

( For the function z = , - AW, c, P, L) = (Wo» co» Po» L) 5 3ATHYTH wa 

e 57 TRT TaT7 (implicit 
evaluate the elasticity of substitution and verify 

differentiation) TEY À dP dP OL OL 
aw' Oc.dw' dc Euler's theorem. 

(it) Is the sum of two quasi-concave functions 
(ii) 

necessarily quasi-concave ? Why or why not ? 

(b) ( Hfc 7A (homothetic function) uR¥TT 

ferfag 

(i1) 

() 

T5HTTET HT3T (equilibrium model) 

8 x) = 2log x + Slog x2 

P.T.O. 
Pf(L) - w = 0 PKL) = wL + c, TfqI IR 



12) 
4645 (13) 4645 

(c) hC = fr, y) = x(a, b) = Avab is a production function for good 
() 

x using inputs a and b. Use the Lagrangian method to 
t (elasticity of substitution) T 5tTr 7 

find the amount of the factors required to produce an 

3T27R HA (Euler's theorem) hT HTTT 
output x at minimum cost, when prices of the inputs are 

P and pP.Check the second order conditions and verify 

(i) R 345-T4TT (quasi-concave) hTAT h 
the envelope theorem. 

Find the closest point to the origin on the curve given (d) 

by the equation x + xy 
= 1, x> 0. Also calculate the 

minimum distance. What is the rate of change in this 

Attempt any three from the parts (a) to (d) in this question: 3x7 4. 

distance as the constant l in the equation of the curve 

Find the critical points and classify them as local () 
increases marginally. 

maxima, local minima and saddle point for the function 

Sx, y) = (x + 2p) ex +y" 

(6) Find the maxima and minima of the function (a) T Sx, ) = ( +2y) e *y') a fT 

8(x, y) = (2x + 4) e* (2y - 1) ely-2 defined on Tagt (critical points) aTa fy a4T FATTa 

the set S where S is rectangular region with vertices 
3fq3 (local maxima), FA AHT local minima)

(0, 0). (0, 1), (2, 1) and (2, 0). 
Tt farg (saddle point) T7 ariipa tf 

P.T.O. 



4645 14) (15) 4645 
(6) H 7 S yfrHfora Attempt any two from the parts (a) to (c) in this question : 2x4 

8, y) = (2x+ 4) e-* (2-1) e-2* 3a (a) Show that the function y = (x+ 1) - is a solution 

(a) 

dy (maxima) fAf3 (minima) f9g s, to the differential equation = y - x, which satisfies 
dx 

farg (vertices) (0, 0), (0, 1), (2, 1)(2, 0) aICI 3ATAAIEER 
the initial condition y(0)=.Sketch the solution. 

7 (rectangular region) EI 

For the differential equation = - y - 6, draw 
(b) 

(c) x(a, b) = Ayab, 3TTAI a qb T HETT T 
the phase diagram and identify the equilibrium ,values. 

Identify which of the equilibria are stable. 

IT 3K7 7 AT75 HR (factors) Verify whether the sets A and B are convex 

TATfs4A fafy (Lagrangian method) YETT A )1 + s16, +y 24 

B-1 0 

theorem) HAfYT Fifag 

(d) HHITI r +y 1;'x> 0 GRT AAtka a T GHTIE T HAy = (x+1) - , 7qHi YH (a) 

dy f(origin) FATTT fea fag aIT 9q (differential equation) y -x 1 T5 T E, S 
dx 

fr RfEy5 FTd (initial condition) 0) = 

2 
P.T.O. 



(16) 4645 

dy 
3yqcoHT =y -y - 6 RI a 

dt (6) 

(phase diagram)I 7T ATICT T T 

(c)H4q7 A 7 B JTT (convex) E, HYTY7 
(c) 

A )? + y s 16, x +y 24 

x+2 

4645 16 3,500 
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